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lumina ted dial; this setting is a· result of the function
selected by means of knob (N). Rotate knob (P) to the
right to set time ahead, rotation to the left instead will
set time in reverse;

M

a warning light (Q) for the automatic operation of the
apparatus;
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an alarm.

How to set the clock
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Rotate knob (N) to symbol

(9 . Rotate knob (P) until the
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exact time is set on the dial; taking into account it is a 24

hours clock.
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ELECTRONIC
DIGITAL CLOCK- PROGRAMMER
MINUTE-CLOCK (KNOBS N-P)
The device consists of:
An Illuminated-digit dial indicating hours and minutes.
An asterisk (M) on the dial lights when the minute clock
is in operation;
a knob (N) which allows the various functions to be
selected;
a knob (P) to set the time (hours and minutes) on the il-

Rotate knob (N) to symbol ~, at the same instant time is
displayed on dial. This will cause the programming device to
cut-out.

Operation of the minute clock
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The minute-clock is provided for the application of an alarm
bell which is caused to ring once the time set on dial has
elapsed (maximum 24 hours). Operation sequence:
rotate knob (N) until it is brought to symbol

Q;

rotate knob (p) to set the length of time desired on dial
(expressed in hours and minutes); at the same moment

asterisk (MJ lights;
if knob (N) is brought to another func(ion, the minute
clock is held engaged and asterisk (M) is still illuminated.
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once the time set has elapsed, alarm rings. To stop the
alarm just move for a moment knob (N) from its position.

rings; to disactivate the bell, just move (a moment will
suffice) knob (N) from its position.

Warning light (Q)
WARNING: The minute clock can be engaged at the same
instant as the manual or automatic operational modes of the device.
Automatic operation of the programmer
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~AUTO

This function is intended to provide the "scheduling" of
cooking, thereby allowing the selection of duration (maximum length of time allowed is 24 hours) as well as the exact time when the cooking is expected to be perfectly completed (within the next 24 hours). It is therefore possible to
make the appliance operate even when you are away.
Step/by/step procedure:
bring knob (N) to symbol
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Warning light OFF

: manual operation, the programmer is cut-out.

Warning light ON

: automatic operation, the
programmer is engaged.

Warning light FLASHING: the apparatus cannot run,
both the manual and the
automatic operation modes
are cut-out.
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and set the cooking time

(hours and minutes) with knob (P);
bring knob (N) to symbol~ and set end-time of cooking with knob (P);
bring knob (N) to the indication AUTO, warning light
(Q) is activated and the time is displayed on the illuminated dial.
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properly adjust the knobs of selector switch and thermostat of oven and/or program hot plate (this is possible only in the cooker-ovens provided with 4-hot plate
cook hob; in model 845, the program hot plate is located
on the right h. back side);
upon completion of the set cooking time, the alarm
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